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Weighted Toys - Autism 
Green Frog / Lovely Lizard / Comfort Bear / Blue Dolphin / Calming Koala / Soothing
Sloth 

$82.00 - $109.67
Weighted toys offers deep pressure touch stimulation for a firm
tactile sensory input that provides Proprioceptive input to the
whole body. This can consist of firm hugs, firm stroking, cuddling,
hugging, squeezing, compression, or swaddling. These toys are
very popular offering comfort to all. 

Sensory Play Tunnel - Autism
$154.00
NOW AVAILABLE! If you are looking for great sensory activities
for toddlers, or infants this sensory play tunnel is an ideal item. A
strong and durable tunnel that has a bright rainbow design to
engage the children in play. 

Sensory Compression Cover - Autism 
$147.00 - $237.00
Research tells us that touch and movement are ideal for
promoting optimum levels of alertness. The Sensory
Compression Cover for Autism https://youtu.be/EoUd0ykt_K8by
MyBurrow is a unique learning tool that provides the perfect
structure to achieve this.  

Rocking Ottoman - Autism
$235.00
Great for flexible classrooms and allows students to move while
learning. Simply turn the ottoman over onto the rounded side to
allow rocking for active based learning or just lay it down for the
perfect reading nook. Wrapped in a durable coloured polyester
cover that is removable and washable.



Therapeutic Calming Cloud
Beanbag - Autism
$465.00
Filled with memory foam which conforms and molds to your
body, these divinely comfortable therapeutic Calming cloud chairs
provide proprioceptive sensory input and even pressure,
promoting body awareness and helping to improve mood for
those with sensory issues. 

Chill Out Chairs - Autism
$215.00 - $225.00
(Small - Medium)

 The perfect addition to any flexible learning space and at home!
Our comfortable compressed foam chill-out chairs are available
in a range of bright and beautiful colours. These high-quality
chairs will maintain their shape, unlike saggy cheap bean bag
chairs. 

Tactile Walkway- Autism
$174.00
Create an active surface that stimulates acupressure points on all
parts of your body that contact the mat. 
Positive effects include enhanced neuro-muscular feedback,
coordination, circulation & muscle tone, while accelerating the
reduction of muscle pain, tension & fatigue. 

Kids Hanging Nest Hammock - Autism 
In Blue, Green Pink, Beige, Purple
$110.00
This Kids Hanging Nest Hammock Pod is a fun and unique
accessory for any child's bedroom, playroom, or suitable outdoor
living area. It is called a Calming Cocoon for a very good reason.
With a weight capacity of 120kgs, this is an ideal retreat space to
sit and read!



Sensory Liquid Floor Tiles- Autism
$299.95 - $599.90
These sensory floor tiles feature colourful liquids inside. The
Liquid Floor Tiles create a truly interesting sensory experience as
children stand, press and jump on the tiles. 

Calming Canoe- Autism
$219.00
 A fun alternative seating option for reading nooks or libraries, for
any student to sit, relax and read. Particularly appropriate for
those with Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD). P

Sensory Space Tent - Autism
$333.25
This pop up tent is ideal for kids who respond to a safe sensory
space. This pop up tent offers a private and secluded space for
someone suffering from sensory overload or just in need of some
me time. Ideal for your child with autism. It is possible for two kids
to play as desired.

Tactile Sensory Calming Mats -
Autism - 
$169.00 
Better, softer, cosier & warmer. New colours coming - Light Blue,
Soft Pink & Beige.  The Mellow Mat is a 30mm thick slow rebound
foam mat / rug perfect for any activity on the floor. Kids love them
for playing, learning to walk, practicing rolling. Adults love the soft
feeling underfoot and to sit on.



Weighted Neck Shoulder Wrap -
Autism 
$47.00
AMAZING PRODUCT FOR INSTANT CALM! Our Weighted Shoulder
Wrap is perfect for calm-down time, rest time or night time with
the weight evenly distributed in a beautiful cotton fabric. 

Hanging Pod Hammocks- Autism
$90.00
These Kids Hanging Pod hammocks are of premium quality, are
extremely comfortable and durable and are a perfect haven for
retreating to a calm place. The pod comes with an inflatable
cushion. They are called Calming Cocoons for a very good reason.

Sensory Squeezie Seat Chair
$375.00
This is the best chair cushion for your child with sensory needs.
This is not your average chair cushion, this is a Sensory Squeezie
Seat Chair cushion that your child can gently squeeze when they
are seated allowing for subtle movements without calling
attention to wiggling.

Vestibular Balance & Movement
Balls by VLUV - Autism
$198.00 - $237
Stylish ergonomic seating. Burst-resistant PVC ball enclosed in an
attractive and sturdy removable polyester washable cover.
The bottom ring prevents rolling away. Safety double seams,
convenient handle, adjustable seat comfort.
Supports body weight up to 120kg.



Body Socks- Autism
$55.00 - $95.00
These are the genuine Bodysocks™ product and are ideal for
individuals with autism, sensory processing disorders, and
anxiety. Body Socks are a fun way for children to work on a variety
of skills while in occupational therapy.  

Dancing Water Speakers - Autism
$58.95
Ideal for auditory and visual stimulation in any environment. The
multi-coloured jets of water dance to the volume and beat of the
music creating a lovely light and water show. 

Backpack by Adapt  - Autism
$55.00
The Adapt backpack is a game changer! SENSORY INPUT ALL
AROUND The Autism Friendly ADAPT backpack with tactile,
proprioceptive, auditory and visual input provides tactile, visual,
auditory, proprioceptive, and auditory input all in one go! 

LED Light Up Pebble x 1 - Autism
$94.00
Battery-powered, colour changing plastic pebble perfect for
adding atmosphere to a sensory space and encouraging sensory
play - or creating a calming nook in the classroom for reading or
individual work.
Sensory play encourages children to learn, develop and grow
whilst having fun. Children are encouraged to explore, investigate
and develop their ideas.



Sensory Compression Swing-
Autism
$67.00 - $90.00
These Sensory Swing come in different sizes and offers
proprioceptive support through the vestibular system. Providing
deep pressure and vestibular input at the same time, swings are
known for their calming effect. 
. 

Allows students to move from side to side as they learn.
Can also be used by teachers for circle time or working with students at floor
level.

Sensory Calming Swivel Chair Autism
$225.00
Swivel Floor Chair is a perfect addition to any flexible classroom, library, or home!

It is adjustable with 360-degree movement. Foldable for easy storage.
Made with a quality steel tube frame, polyurethane foam padding, and a nylon
cover.

Pop Up Sensory Space Tent -
Autism 
$165.00
This pop-up tent is ideal for kids who respond to a safe sensory
space. This pop-up tent offers a private and secluded space for
someone suffering from sensory overload or just in need of some
me-time. Ideal for your child with autism. It is possible for two kids
to play as desired.

Hanging Swing Egg Chair Wicker -
'ONTSPAN' -  - Autism 
$630.00
Offers Proprioceptive support and acts as an emotional regulating
tool. The generous soft cushions cradle your body as you sit back
and relax. It is always hard to find the chair that perfectly fits your
contours but here it is. Use our delightful grey cushion or spice it up
with one of your own..



Calming Crawl Cube - Autism
$219.00
 The Hart Calming Crawl Cube can be used in a sensory space, in
classrooms, or at home and can be used along with our other Soft
Furniture. Crawl through, hide in, or fold out and run along with the
Calming Crawl Cube. 

Sensory Projection Lamp for Calming
Sensory Zones - Autism
$34.00
Create a warm and peaceful starry atmosphere with our Sensory
Projection Lamp for Calming Sensory Zones. The starry sky projection
mode can project a complete starry sky onto the walls and ceiling of
your classroom or child's bedroom. 

Sensory LED Bubble Tubes
 - Autism
$395.00
Create a warm and peaceful starry atmosphere with our Sensory
Projection Lamp for Calming Sensory Zones. The starry sky projection
mode can project a complete starry sky onto the walls and ceiling of
your classroom or child's bedroom. 

Vestibular Balance & Movement Ball
by VLUV Ergonomic - Autism
$198.00
The VLUV Chair/Ball is here! Stylish ergonomic seating. Burst-
resistant PVC ball enclosed in an attractive and sturdy removable
polyester washable cover. The bottom ring prevents rolling away.
Safety double seams, convenient handle, adjustable seat comfort.
Supports body weight up to 120kg. Available in two sizes: 50-55cm
diameter 60-65cm diameter 50cm.



Let us assist you to find what you are looking for
call us today on 

1300 946 745 or email hello@disabilityequiponline.com.au
 

Anything missing? Give us a call we have
a product sourcing service. We're only
too happy to assist!

About Our Founder & Owner
"Abled does not mean enabled. Disabled does

not mean less abled" Khang Kijarro Nguyen 
 

As a Teacher with 25 year's experience, I am
passionate about improving the quality of life
of people living with barriers of disability. My
greatest role models have been the members
of my family that have spent their lifetime
advocating for many people with a disability.

 'Let us ... Help You to Live Your Best Life'
Julie-Anne

DEO Founder & Owner
 


